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This we cannot do if we are in the darkness of ignorance.
To know is like walking in the light, and to understand
the laws of Nature is to gain the power of quickening our
evolution by taking advantage of those laws that hasten
our growth and avoiding the working of those that would
retard or delay it.
Moreover, from a knowledge of the after-death
existence a man realises the true proportion between the
physical fragment of life and the rest of it, and so does
not waste his time in working merely for the physical
period which is but one-tenth or one-twentieth part of the
whole life between two incarnations. Also when he
reaches what is called the astral world, after death, he
does not become alarmed, as he understands his surround-
ings and knows the best method of work there, and so has
courage and confidence. Even a man who has heard
Theosophical truths but once in a lecture, realising in the
world after death the general accuracy of the remarks,
tries to recall detailed suggestions as to conduct therein,
and having at least one point of contact with the known
can avoid much of the discomfort, bewilderment and fear,
felt there by others through complete ignorance. But the
greatest advantage of such knowledge is that he feels con-
fident enough to lend a helping hand io others and thus
generates good karma for himself.
Q. Then what becowes of a man on the other side of
death ?
Ans. In order to know that, one should understand
properly what death is. There is a vast amount of utterly
unnecessary sorrow, terror and misery which mankind in
the aggregate has suffered and still suffers through igno-
rance and superstition about death which is looked upon
as a formidable and terrible leap into an unknown abyss.

